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Welcome to the eighth edition of The Pylon. We do hope that
you enjoyed our Summer edition and that this issue has articles
of interest to you.
Thank you again, John Towell, for the wonderful front cover.
This issue would be very empty without the contributions from
you all and we hope that more people will be inspired to contribute articles, recipes, poems or anything else that might be
of interest.
The International Day was, again, a resounding success. The
weather was very kind to us. After expenses were deducted a
profit of £6,598.60 was made and the Parish share was
£3,479.30. Many thanks to all those who worked so hard and
supported this wonderful event.
Please send all contributions to The Pylon via e-mail to barbaratowell@sky.com, geraldine2906@gmail.com or via the Parish
House.
Barbara Towell, John Towell and Geraldine Kennedy
The Editorial Team
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A CHILD IN HARROW DURING WORLD WAR TWQ
by Margaret Lucking
“There’s no school tomorrow!” We couldn’t believe our luck!
I was going to be 7 years old the following day, the day we were due back
to school after the summer holidays. I was to have a party, but nobody
came. I was devastated, but cheered up a bit when we made it into a
dolls’ tea party instead. It was 3rd September when my sister, Mary,
(aged 8) and I took our dolls’ pram out for a walk round to Roxbourne
Primary School. All of a sudden, whilst we were talking to our friend, we
heard a weird sound like a wailing fog horn. A man leaned out of a window and yelled, “Come in here quick or you’ll be killed!” We turned
around, but then rapidly ran down the road, home. On the way we saw a
man who was trying to run with a woman who had fainted. Our mother
met us, but Mary wouldn’t stop running until she got home and put on
her gas mask. Sometimes we practised wearing them during lessons at
school. That didn’t last long as we discovered they made wonderfully
rude noises which made us laugh – the poor teachers with sixty of us in
class!
But in fact, we hadn’t gone back to school immediately, not until the shelters were built in the playground. (Our friend had been right.) These
shelters were large culvert pipes with earth piled on top. Inside there
were benches at the sides and duckboards down the middle. While we
were in the shelter we occupied our time by singing wartime songs and
playing cat’s cradle. My sister’s teacher was Welsh – an older man who
loved to sing ‘All Through the Night’ in Welsh. If an air raid went on past
our school time, mothers had to come, presenting a blue card before taking their children home – that was of course when it was deemed safe
enough. One day our mother had gone to see our grandma and couldn’t
get back until 6pm as there was a bomb on the rail line. The poor teachers had to stay until all the children were collected and were very relieved
when our mum arrived at last!
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Air raids could be very noisy; particularly as Rayners Lane is quite near
Northolt Aerodrome. The gun fire could be fierce and barrage balloons
were all around. At first, our mother reassured us that the guns were
keeping us safe; but we soon learnt the difference between the sound
of “our boys’” engines and the enemy bombers. At one point when the
Blitz was very bad, our dad brought our beds downstairs and we slept in
the sitting room. He made wooden shutters for the windows to keep in
the light and to prevent glass being blown in.
Our dad had been in World War 1 and after that held an important job,
so he was in the Home Guard and also on occasions helped with fire
watch duties. Mary (aged 10) turned her bedroom into a library, loaning out her books to friends 1/2d a time and raised 2/6d for the Spitfire
Fund. For this, she got a commendation and was in the local paper.
She also received a certificate for her good contribution to the War
Effort – fame indeed! Life was often scary however, but we became
well practised in praying – “arrow prayers”. Fortunately, the only damage our home suffered was a broken window.
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Rationing was a pain for our mothers who queued at various shops, but the
system was fair. We also kept chickens in the garden. These were in a run
attached to Dad’s converted shed. Mother had about six people registered
with her to buy our eggs. We loved our hens. The big drawback for us
though, was at Christmas and Easter when inevitably one went missing!

We grew potatoes in the front garden and all kinds of vegetables in the
back. We really did keep healthy. This was helped by the government giving
out healthy recipes over the wireless so the rations could go round. Then
came Spam. I still enjoy Spam! I remember too that occasionally, a cry
would go out, “There’s oranges at Lakins!” All the children would run to the
shop and queue whilst their mothers followed up behind. Yes, we grew practised at queuing.
Holidays at Home helped to keep us out of mischief. There were special programmes in the park even though parts of it were dug up and let out as allotments. Clothes rationing was more difficult; especially as Mary was at
that stage of fast growth. Luckily my grandparents came to the rescue as
they would pass their coupons on to us. Imagine my mother’s horror when
Mary tore her new adult-sized raincoat climbing over the fence – nothing for
it but to make a big seam going all the way down. It just had to last another
two years! In fact we are still very good at make do and mend and never
throw anything away as it might come in useful.
One day we went to visit my godparents in Aldgate – not long after the real
Blitz. It was a scene of utter devastation – streets of bombed houses with
visible staircases and the odd internal wall still standing. Here in Rayners
Lane we were lucky as we never had anything like that.
In 1942 our parents sent us to the Sacred Heart Convent School in Wealdstone. Like most children then, Mary didn’t pass her 11+ exam. So both of
us were sent there as it was, after all, only a bus ride away. We enjoyed our
time at the convent even though it was stricter than Roxbourne and we had
HOMEWORK. Both of us did well at the school.
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It was while at The Sacred Heart that the flying bombs started. If a siren
went, we all had to go down the long corridor where a wall had been
built across all the windows. This was to stop the glass being blown in on
us. In 1944 they closed the school early that academic year and Mary
and I were sent to stay with our aunt and family who lived in Newport.
We had a lovely extended holiday that year – although we did get very
homesick for a while. After about two months, the Morrison Table shelter arrived at our house so we went home and resumed school again. If
children were up in the night or couldn’t sleep and their homework wasn’t done, they still had to make it up when they could. But the nuns were
very understanding.
It came as a great relief when the war ended in 1945. At last, we could
feel really safe. I remember our road held a street party. However, it
would take many more years before rationing ceased and all the damage
was repaired. But we all thanked God for bringing us safely through
those dreadful war years.
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LADIES WHO LUNCH
by Teresa Arrigo
Most of us ladies do not have time to “lunch” until we reach a certain age, but
then that is a matter of choice unless a certain occasion arises. However, on
holiday this year I discovered the ultimate “ladies who lunch”.
We normally drive to Italy in the summer as transport in the villages is dire
and rather than hire a car, we take our own and make the journey a fun part
of the holiday. This year we stopped over in the Comte Region of France, a
beautiful town called Arbois in the beginning of the Jura mountains and famous for Comte cheese which was used in nearly every other dish produced. It is also near to the birth place of Louis Pasteur: the family home is
now a really interesting museum. Anyway the next main important town
is Vallorbe which is the Swiss/French border town; although I must admit
showing one’s passport is now an obsolete observance. The road proceeds
upwards through pine forests and we drove further on towards the Gt. San
Bernard Pass. Despite the fact that the weather was very misty, the rain
quite heavy and visibility was just ok, we decided to go over the pass rather
than through a boring tunnel. The summit is around 2,400 mtrs. and is absolutely breathtaking. The Trappist Monastery of San Bernardo, which took in
many a weary traveller in the past, is so worth a visit. Plus the lake, the snow
in August and the dogs characterize this pass. Well, one thing we always stop
off for is to play in the snow and have a hot chocolate.
After the kids had done their mountain climbing and snowballing we went
into the bar on the Swiss side for the hot chocolate. We sat on the wooden
seats surrounded by wooden panel walls and ceiling to keep the heat in and
the walls insulated. 30 degrees below is the norm here in the winter. Two
lovely elderly ladies were sitting next to us on the long bench lining the
walls. We said hello and started talking to them whilst waiting for our
drinks. They were eating lunch. I do not know if they were sisters or friends,
but told us they were very excited to see each other. Well, one
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said, she lives in Switzerland, and the other said she lives in the Valle D’Aosta
on the Italian side. “We love to take the bus and come up here to meet each
other for lunch.” They were in a bar, 2,400 mtrs. high surrounded by the
most amazing scenery. Well I thought, this beats Fortnum & Mason! What
were they eating? Pre-made Polenta, cut into slices and placed on the
plaque of the wood fired stove until it coloured and then topped with the
local Fontina cheese and ham. In season I am sure a few sliced porcini
mushrooms would top this – gold on a plate and so easy to copy.
By the time this Pylon comes out, due to snow, the pass will be closed. In
order to reach the entrance to the tunnel one would need chains on the
tyres. The bars would all be closed, but I wonder if the monks still remain in
their beautiful monastery all year round. I am sure they do as it was obviously built like a fortress. The puppies we saw will be trained to deal with
situations like avalanches. The two ladies would definitely have to wait for
the snows to melt before taking the bus to the summit and meet for lunch!
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The Pylon Creative
Writing Pages
The children at St John Fisher First and Middle School were
asked to write poems with the themes of Remembrance and
Friendship. There were 12 winners and we print four of them
here, two on each topic. Well done to all the winners and
we are sorry that we did not have room for them all.

Barbara Towell
REMEMBRANCE DAY POEM
R

is for REMEMBERING the soldiers who died at war,

E

is for the ERUPTING sounds of battle,

M

is for MOURNING of those who lost their lives,

E

is for EXPLODING Hearts of courage that the soldiers had,

M

is for MEN who left their families to save us all,

B

is for the BRAVERY that lay in soldiers’ hearts,

E

is for the ELEVENTH hour on the ELEVENTH day of the ELEVENTH
month

R

is for RED POPPIES that symbolise their lives.

Grace Ruddy 5S
St John Fisher School – Key Stage 2
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REMEMBER
Remember the ones that went to war.
Remember what they went there for.
Remember the millions that died.
Remember the billions that cried.
Remember the sound of the blazing bombs.
Remember those whose minds were strong.
Remember the poppies waving in the
breeze.
Remember the loss as families grieve.
On this day on 11.11.
We think of those who have gone to heaven.
We are grateful for their sacrifice,
Because of them we have happy lives.
Hannah D’Cruz – 4C
St John Fisher School – Key Stage 2

FRIENDS
I can count on my friend
He is like the sun
He is warm and snuggly
We have always lots of fun.
So remember my friend
I am here for you
I’ll always be close
Whatever you do.
Phillip Kloda 2C
St John Fisher School—Key Stage 1
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FRIENDS MAKE ME HAPPY
Friends made me happy
They play with me
They laugh and giggle but we don’t
drink tea.
We run so fast we never come last.
If my friend is sad it makes me feel bad
I try my best to make them feel glad
I tell a joke and really hope that they
laugh out loud
Like a roaring crowd.
My friend is happy and so am I,
At the end of the day we wave goodbye.
Rowan Benson 1R
St John Fisher School—Key Stage 1

Smiling Face
Unique handmade cards made for you
from your ideas.
All cards are made in UK and delivered by
first class mail.
Any enquires or orders contact Alex Crowe on

07944 273528
E-mail: smilingfaceuk@gmail.com
The Pylon
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‘Wonder’ by R.J Palacio
Review by Arutsigka Christuththananther age 11
‘Wonder’ is about a ten year old boy called August who has
craniofacial abnormalities - or a face defect. Find out how he
gets on at school after being home-schooled by his mother.
Will anyone bully him?
This book is not only written in August’s voice, but it has other
characters’ voices to help tell the story. How would you feel if
you had a face defect? How would you react to someone else
who has one?
Well, August is a normal boy and his face defect doesn’t mean
he’s stupid. So should people judge others by their appearance? This story has a moral and shows everyone is different.
I like the way R.J. Palacio writes in the blurb “My name is August. I won’t describe what I look like. Whatever you’re thinking, it’s probably worse”.

Star rating *****
A must read for young
people and adults!
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ORGAN DONATION
Some people may remember that the “Miniatura” pipe
organ built by John Compton in the 1960s which was
originally sited on the left-hand side of St. John Fisher
Church. In the 1980s, the organ was moved into the
then new gallery on the opposite side. When I played it
on Christmas Day two years ago, the instrument was in
need of cleaning and restoration. The electric action
was worn out and many notes didn’t sound when they
should have done, whilst others sounded by way of ciphers! It had been agreed to replace this pipe organ
with a computerised digital one made in Italy by Viscount Organs. I trust it now creates a greater variety
and quality of sound to accompany our worship.
The original plan was for the old pipe organ to end up
in a skip as the gallery was demolished. My heart sank
at the thought of a musical instrument being broken
apart. It was agreed to contact Messrs. Bishop & Sons,
a reputed firm of organ builders in Queen’s Park,
NW10, because they had recently renovated a similar
Compton organ in Mortlake Crematorium chapel. Fortunately, Bishops knew of a church which needed a replacement organ but had little funds. Soon afterwards,
their staff came and dismantled the pipe organ in one
day and took it away the next – just in time before the
1980s gallery was demolished.
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A year ago, I had the pleasure of visiting the Anglican
church of All Saints, Childs Hill, NW2 to see and play
the Compton pipe organ in its new home. The vicar said
that his parishioners greatly appreciated the organ and
that they had only been charged for the costs incurred in
the removal, renovation and installation in its new home.
Another successful “organ transplant”!
Neil Cocking
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Pinner Writers’ Group invites all those who enjoy creative
writing to join them. The Group meets at Pinner Library every last Tuesday of the month from 6 p.m. until 7.55 p.m. Other meetings and events are organised monthly for those members attending regularly. It doesn’t matter whether you are a
published author or simply enjoy writing and would like to improve your skills, you will be made welcome. So, if you are
over 16 and would like to give us a try, why not come along?
There is a small charge of £1.

For more information contact Barbara Towell at barbaratowell@sky.com or on 020 8866 6665.

The Happy Potters
Painting Shed

Mobile Pottery Painting – we come to you
Parties or just for fun
www.thehappypotterspaintingshed.co.uk
www.facebook.com/thehappypotterspaintingshed
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The Snowflake Poem
By Ruth Rizkallah
Softly, gently in the secret night,
Down from the North came the quiet white.
Drifting, sifting silent flight.
Softly, gently in the secret night.
White snow, bright snow smooth and deep.
Light snow, night snow quiet as sleep.
Down, down without a sound.
Down, down to the frozen ground.
Covering roads and hiding fences.
Sifting in cracks and filling up trenches.
Millions of snowflakes tiny and light,
Softly, gently in the secret night.

CHRISTENING/FIRST HOLY COMMUNION/CONFIRMATION/
WEDDINGS/BIRTHDAYS

Large cake starts at £75.00
Small cake from £52.00
For all your cakes please call Edna
07776 174590
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FRANCHI SEEDS 1783
7 generations still in the same family.
Our seeds are regional varieties produced locally by US and only for YOU.
Try our ‘RED PEAR FRANCHI’ tomato as shown on BBC Gardeners World with
Monty Don. It comes from the Alpine region of Bergamo and is pure meat with
a true Italian flavour. Serve with ‘Tigullio’ basil from Portofino and a drizzle of
olive oil.

Tel: 0208 427 5020 Fax 5051
grow@italianingredients.com
www.seedsofitaly.com
A1 Phoenix Business Centre,
Rosslyn Crescent,
Harrow, HA1 2SP
SEEDS OF ITALY is a local business
specialising in vegetable seeds, vines, seed garlic and garlic sets, truffle trees, preserving equipment and we also import artisan made Italian soups.

MILLEY HAIR LOUNGE
Need a new hairdresser? Why not try us?

MILLEY HAIR LOUNGE
Roxeth Hill, Harrow
Please call 020 8864 2866 or 020 8422 8666
Open seven days a week. You will not be disappointed.
The Pylon
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St John Fisher Church Flower Festival
Early in 2015 Fr. Shaun approached Ann French, who is responsible for and supervises the beautiful floral displays in our church, with the suggestion that he
would like the flower ladies to stage a festival of flowers.
Fr. Shaun wrote in the Foreword to the programme for the Flower Festival –
“The notion of God’s grandeur being encapsulated in the world is beautifully
expressed in our love and reverence for nature. Principally amongst nature’s
gifts to us is its flora; flowers which speak to us of beauty, or of congratulations,
or indeed of sympathy. The idea of this flower festival was to give thanks for
the recent developments which have taken place with the rebuilding of the
Sanctuary of this church. Just like the flowers that surround you, the Sanctuary
speaks to us of God’s grandeur, his presence and his beauty. In the liturgy of
the Church thanks for God’s creation is also expressed in some of the hymns
that we sing, and so each display of flowers is accompanied by the words of the
hymn which speaks to us of the beauty of the world in which we live.”
The date was set for Saturday 5th – Tuesday 8th September, which also coincided with the Nativity of Our Lady.
Ann approached me with Fr. Shaun’s idea and I accepted her invitation to help
with the organisation.
The church last had a flower festival in 1999, when Fr. Joe Ryan was our parish
priest, to celebrate its Diamond Jubilee (1939-1999), so there was a lot of
‘dusting off’ of old notes to guide us in the planning!
Our first task was to invite local churches, flower clubs, our school and nursery
to take part, the theme for the festival being ‘All Things Bright and Beautiful’.
We had a very good response and twenty ‘yes’ replies were received. The
viewing date was arranged for early in June. Our exhibitors came with all their
wonderful ideas for arrangements, only to be given the first verse of a designated hymn (from a list Fr. Shaun had supplied) for them to interpret. There were
some very puzzled faces for a little while but, true to form, as the ladies started
reading, the ideas came through and their creativity ran riot!
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It was thought that parishioners might want to sponsor a floral display perhaps in memory of a beloved member of their family or in celebration of a
special occasion (birthday, wedding anniversary, etc.) and a notice was put
in the newsletter to that effect. Again, a very good response was received.
The festival fast approached and during the week before a great deal of
work was undertaken to prepare the church. St. John Fisher School provided a huge number of beautifully handmade animals from all corners of the
earth for their exhibit - from penguins to lions, tigers and giraffes, from ladybirds to millipedes. The children from St. John Fisher Nursery made wonderful butterflies, fish and birds for their exhibit. So much talent from such
little hands!
On Friday 4th September the church was a hive of industry with all the exhibitors coming along to create their displays. There was a wonderful atmosphere – such ‘busyness’ but no panic. The time and effort that was taken by the ladies to interpret their allocated hymns was a wonder to watch.
The ‘mechanics’ (that’s the flower arrangers jargon for props) were put in
place first and then the flowers – so many species and colours, truly a marvel of God’s creation, all put together with such talent. Our church had
been transformed into a sea of colour.
On Saturday 5th September the doors were opened at 10am and the people
came and continued to come throughout the weekend and until closing
time at 3pm on Tuesday, 8th September.
During Saturday we were very fortunate to have the St John Fisher 10 a.m.
Music Group entertain the viewers on two occasions during the day, and on
Sunday, piano and organ music was also provided by Jan and Neil.
Teresa Arrigo, a very active parishioner who excels in catering, was approached to oversee refreshments. She and her team provided delicious
refreshments by way of lunches and cream teas throughout the weekend.
On Wednesday 9th September the exhibitors came to dismantle the displays
and the church went back to its original form.
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A book was available for people to write their comments after viewing the displays – the following are just a very small fraction of the many written:
‘This has been truly inspiring. The wonderful flowers on display would do justice
to any venue, anywhere. Congratulations to the artistes who have contributed!’
‘A magnificent display – the festival demonstrates all the creativity in the parish
and the beauty of the nature that surrounds us all.’
‘What a wonderful idea to have a flower festival at church. So many great ideas
and interpretations of hymns.’
‘Wonderful vibrancy, deep colours and truly beautiful.’
‘Thank you – a spiritual journey of colour and beauty….added to by the music.
Wonderful and meaningful displays.’
‘Wow … fabulous! A photographer’s dream’
Thanks must go to everyone who played a part in making the flower festival
such a success and made our church truly a place of ‘all things bright and beautiful’.
Mary Evans
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Visit https://picasaweb.google.com/soniatissera/
ALLTHINGSBRIGHTBEAUTIFUL if you want to see more
photographs taken at the Flower Festival.
The Pylon
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SUFFER LITTLE CHILDREN
(AND THE BIGGER ONES TOO!)

CHILDREN
To those of us who have children in our lives, whether they are
our own, grandchildren, nieces, nephews, or students... here is
something to make you chuckle.
Whenever your children are out of control, you can take comfort from the
thought that even God's omnipotence did not extend to His own children.
After creating heaven and earth, God created Adam and Eve, one of the first
things he said was, "DON'T!"
"Don't what?" Adam replied.
"Don't eat the forbidden fruit," God said.
"Forbidden fruit? We have forbidden fruit? Hey Eve...we have forbidden fruit!"
called Adam
"No way!" said Eve.
"Yes way!" exclaimed Adam.
"Do NOT eat the fruit! " said God.
"Why not?" said Adam and Eve defiantly.
"Because I am your Father and I said so!" God replied, wondering why He hadn't
stopped creation after making the elephants.
A few minutes later, God saw His children having an apple break and He was
pretty angry!
"Didn't I tell you not to eat the fruit?" God asked.
"Uh huh," Adam replied with a mouthful of apple.
"Then why did you?" said the Father.
"I don't know," said Eve.
"She started it!" Adam said.
The Pylon
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"Did not!" exclaimed Eve.
"Did too!" shouted Adam.
"DID NOT!" Eve screamed.
And so, having had it with the two of them, God's punishment was that Adam
and Eve should have children of their own. Thus the pattern was set and it has
never changed.
HOWEVER, THERE IS SOME SLIGHT REASSURANCE IN THE STORY:
If you have persistently and lovingly tried to give children wisdom and they
haven't taken it, don't be hard on yourself, because if God had trouble raising
children,
what makes you think it would be a piece of cake for you?
JUST A FEW THINGS TO THINK ABOUT:
1. You spend the first two years of their life teaching them to walk and talk. Then
you spend the next sixteen telling them to sit down and shut up.
2. Grandchildren are God's reward for not killing your own children.
3. Mothers of teens now know why some animals eat their young.
4. Children seldom misquote you. In fact, they usually repeat word for word what
you shouldn't have said.
5. The main purpose of holding children's parties is to remind yourself that there
are children more awful than your own.
6. We try to childproof our homes, but they are still getting in.
ADVICE FOR THE DAY:
Be nice to your kids. They may choose your nursing home one day.
AND FINALLY:
If you have a lot of tension and you get a headache, do
what it says on the aspirin bottle:
"TAKE TWO ASPIRIN"
AND "KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN"!!!
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STRESSED SANTA
When four of Santa's elves got sick, and the trainee elves did not produce the toys
as fast as the regular ones, Santa was beginning to feel the pressure of being behind schedule.
Then Mrs. Claus told Santa that her Mum was coming to visit. This stressed Santa
even more.
When he went to harness the reindeer, he found that three of them were about
to give birth and two had jumped the fence and were out, heaven knows where.
More stress!
Then when he began to load the sleigh one of the boards cracked, and the toy bag
fell to the ground and scattered the toys.
So, frustrated, Santa went into the house for a cup of apple cider and a shot of
rum. When he went to the cupboard, he discovered that the elves had hidden the
rum, and there was nothing else to add to his cider. In his frustration, he accidentally dropped the cider pot, and it broke into hundreds of little pieces all over
the kitchen floor. He went to get the broom and found that mice had eaten the
straw end of the broom. Even more stress!
He was just about to explode when the doorbell rang, and so a very irritable Santa
trudged to the door, and when he opened it, there stood a little Angel with a great
big Christmas tree.
The Angel said, very cheerfully, "Merry Christmas, Santa. Isn't it a lovely day? I
have a beautiful tree for you. Where would you like me to put it?"
And so began the tradition of the little angel on top of the Christmas tree....

HAVE A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS!
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Where Are They Now?
Although we spent just one year in North Harrow, we felt such a sense
of belonging in St. John Fisher parish that it seemed as if it had been
part of our lives for a lot longer, so it was with some sadness that we
left London in July 2014 to move to Abu Dhabi for what we thought
would be the next three years.
Through Robert’s job, we have spent the majority of our married life “on
the move” and had the good fortune to live in such exotic places as
Jordan, India, Dubai, Hong Kong and Spain. If nothing else, we have
learnt to be flexible, so, whilst it was something of a surprise to find
ourselves four months later en-route to Tokyo, the change of plan was
not an unwelcome one and we looked forward to experiencing, at first
hand, the fascinating culture and customs of Japan.
People often ask me which country has been our favourite – a question
I find impossible to answer; there are pros and cons to living anywhere
and each new environment brings its own particular challenges. Japan, with its reputation as an ultra-polite society governed by strict
rules of social and business etiquette, a language as far removed from
our own as it possibly could be and a propensity for regular earthquakes, seemed an exciting and a daunting prospect, in equal measure.
As anticipated, our attempts to learn Japanese are a permanent uphill
climb! Although we can now direct a taxi and ask a few pertinent questions in a restaurant, any hope we might have entertained of ever holding a meaningful conversation, have long since faded. Even when concentrating very hard, we are lucky to recognise a single word that anyone gives us in reply! Our saving grace has been the Japanese tendency to make liberal use of photographs to illustrate their menus – we
have become quite adept at pointing and saying: “Kore-o kudasai.”“Please give me this.”
With regard to the strict social norms and the business culture, we are
trying to develop an understanding of how things work – not always
easy, as it seems there is a right and a wrong way to do just about everything in Japan; there’s even a protocol for how to remove your shoes
when you get home!
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when you get home! Thankfully, as foreigners, our unintentional blunders are forgiven, with admonitions and explanations given in a kind
and gentle manner!
As for the earthquakes: it’s true that they occur throughout the country
on an almost daily basis, though many are hardly noticeable. The largest one we have experienced so far in Tokyo was of magnitude 5.6. It
woke us early one morning, shaking our bed and opening all the drawers of the dresser before rolling off into the distance. It was more of an
unnerving than a frightening experience but we both agreed we’d be
happy if it remained the largest we ever have to encounter.
Amidst all that is unfamiliar, there have always been certain constants
that have anchored us and helped us to maintain a sense of normality.
Most notable amongst these has been the Church. It has amazed us
that in every country in which we have lived, we have found not only a
Catholic Church but also Mass in English. It has been a privilege to
belong to such a variety of diverse congregations and over the years,
each new church has provided us both with a spiritual home and a rich
source of friendship, whilst also giving us opportunities to become involved in the life of the parish, despite the fact that we are transient
members.
Our first Sunday here proved Tokyo to be no exception, when, thanks
to the Internet, we discovered the Franciscan Chapel Centre or FCC,
as it’s more commonly known – a lively community, where visitors and
newcomers are asked to introduce themselves at the end of Mass, welcomed with a warm round of applause and invited to stay for coffee
and a chat in the lobby.
It was over one such ‘cuppa’ that I met Frances, the lady who runs and
recruits new members for the Prison Outreach Group; this group started three years ago, with the aim of providing pen-pals for foreign prisoners in Japanese prisons. If regular Japanese society operates under
a code of rules and regulations, imagine how much more rigorously this
applies within the prison system. The advantage to this is that Japanese prisons are extremely safe places but the downside is that it is
easy for prisoners to make mistakes and lose privileges. For foreign
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prisoners, the majority of whom have been arrested on drugs charges
when entering the country for the first time, the Japanese judicial system
can be a scary and confusing experience. Surrounded by people with
whom they cannot communicate, having little understanding of Japanese culture and being a long way from home, foreign prisoners feel extremely isolated.
We are often told that, “God works in mysterious ways!” For me, my
meeting with Frances definitely fell into this category. A few days earlier
I had been diagnosed with a stress fracture in my right foot, which was
forcing me to spend more time than usual at home and I had been trying
to think of something useful to do with my time. It seemed that letter
writing was to be my solution! Since then I have been writing to an
American lady in her fifties who was the unwitting victim of an elaborate
scam that tricked her into carrying illegal drugs into the country. Like
many of our inmate friends, she feels desperate and alone; being able to
write and receive letters in English is a lifeline for her whilst it also gives
me the opportunity to do something worthwhile that makes a difference
in her life and mine.
As we approach the end of our first year, we continue to be fascinated
and, at times, baffled by Japan. We are acutely aware that we have
barely scratched the surface of all it has to offer and we look forward to
discovering more of its secrets over the next two years.

Catharine Freeman
Catharine and Rob in front of a mosaic wall at their church, the Franciscan
Chapel Centre, Tokyo.
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TUSCANY RETREAT IN THE CHIANTI REGION
An Italian family of our parish is renting their Tuscan villa as a holiday home
for people seeking peace and quiet in a beautiful rural setting. An old stone
house dating back to1800 sympathetically restored, is set high on a hill with
stunning views of the Arno valley
beneath, complete with vineyards
and olive groves. It is within easy
reach of Florence, Arezzo and Siena, with the picturesque village of
Loro Cuiffena only 2.5 kms away
providing excellent local cuisine.
The house sleeps up to 8. For more
information, please go to
www.rondonivilla-tuscany.co.uk ,
email rondonivilla@gmail.com or
call Riccardo on 0780 5333 613.

London Air Ambulance Appeal
London Air Ambulance does an amazing job, saving lives through
their rapid response and medical skills. In order to help them
help us, they need financial aid. You can help by collecting the
plastic lids from milk bottles, water and soft drinks.
Please place these in the container labelled PLASTIC BOTTLE TOPS
which is in the kitchen opposite the Fisher room. Alternatively,
give them to Barbara Towell.

With very little effort you will be helping to save somebody’s life.
Thank you!
The Pylon
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Harrow Hill
See old beloved Harrow Hill
With head uplifted high;
It looks to the north and westward
Where the woods and pastures lie
And south and east to London
And over the downs to the sea

Elderman, church and statesman,
The noble and the mean,
Yeoman and priest and prelate,
Jester and friar and queen.
From the age of primeval forest,
From the time of farm and field
Aprils came with their rainbows
And summers with morning gold.

Through mist and sunshine dreaming
Of the days that used to be.

Nightingales sang in the thickets
Or the hill was robed in snow
And the dreams that the hill remembers
A hundred years and a hundred years
And thrice three hundred more

None shall ever know.

W.A.G Kemp

Have gone since Anselm climbed the hill
With the cross of Christ before.
Who knows how rich in history
How old it is and wise?
Ask such things of the wind and cloud
The rain and the starry skies.

Down the hill and up the hill
And down to the levelling grass
Went scholar and king and merchant
And courtier poet and slave,
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"Elspeth Everitt was at St. Anselm's Primary between 1959
and 1965. Her class had to write
this poem out to practise handwriting. Is there anyone else
who attended the school then
who recalls doing this too?"
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Parish Women’s Group
Book Evening
On Thursday, 8th November, the PWG met to review ‘The Girl on the Train ’by
Paula Hawkins. Following on from that, whilst enjoying delicious refreshments,
books were recommended and some of these, the group would like to share
with others:
‘No More Mulberries’ by Mary Smith
‘Yellow Crocus’ by Laila Ibrahim
‘Where Do You Go, Bernadette? ‘ by Maria Semple
‘The Best a Man Can Get’ by John O’Farrell
‘Trail of Broken Wings’ by Sejal Baden
‘The Franchise Affair’ by Josephine Tey
‘State of Wonder’ by Ann Patchett
The Simon Serrailler detective series by Susan Hill
The Parish Women’s Group welcomes to our meetings and events all women
of the parish and their female friends.
Barbara Towell
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IMPORTANT NOTES FOR WHEN YOU ARE PLANNING
CHRISTMAS SERVICES:
The Rocking Carol
'Little Jesus, sweetly sleep, do not stir; we will lend a coat of fur,
We will rock you, rock you, rock you. We will rock you, rock you, rock you.'
Fur is no longer appropriate wear for small infants, due to risk of both allergy
to animal fur, and for ethical reasons. Therefore faux fur, a nice cellular blanket or perhaps micro-fleece material should be considered a suitable alternative.
Please note: Only persons who have been subject to a Disclosure and Barring
Service (DBS) check and have enhanced clearance will be permitted to rock
baby Jesus. Persons must carry their DBS disclosure with them at all times
and be prepared to provide at least two forms of identification before rocking
commences.

While Shepherds Watched
'While shepherds watched their flocks by night, all seated on the ground,
The angel of the Lord came down and glory shone around.'
The union of Shepherds has complained that it breaches health and safety
regulations to insist that shepherds watch their flocks without appropriate
seating arrangements being provided, therefore benches, stools and orthopaedic chairs are now available. Shepherds have also requested that due to
the inclement weather conditions at this time of year that they should watch
their flocks via CCTV cameras from centrally heated observation shepherd
huts.
Please note: The Angel of the Lord is reminded that before shining his or her
glory all around he or she must ascertain that all shepherds have been issued
with glasses capable of filtering out the possible harmful effects of UVA, UVB
and Glory.
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Little Donkey
'Little donkey, little donkey on the dusty road;
Got to keep on plodding onwards with your precious load.'
The RSPCA have issued strict guidelines with regard to how
heavy a load that a donkey of small stature is permitted to carry, also included
in the guidelines is guidance regarding how often to feed the donkey and how
many rest breaks are required over a four hour plodding period. Please note
that due to the increased risk of pollution from the dusty road, Mary and Joseph
are required to wear face masks to prevent inhalation of any airborne particles.
The donkey has expressed his discomfort at being labelled 'little' and would prefer just to be simply referred to as Mr. Donkey. To comment upon his height or
lack thereof may be considered an infringement of his equine rights.

We Three Kings
'We three kings of Orient are. Bearing gifts
we traverse afar,
Field and fountain, moor and mountain, following yonder star.'
Whilst the gift of gold is still considered acceptable - as it may be redeemed at a
later date through such organisations as 'cash for gold' etc., gifts of frankincense and myrrh are not appropriate due to the potential risk of oils and fragrances causing allergic reactions. A suggested gift alternative would be to
make a donation to a worthy cause in the recipient’s name or perhaps give a
Mothercare gift voucher.
Furthermore, we would not recommend that the traversing kings rely on navigation by stars in order to reach their destination, but instead advise the use of
satellite navigation devices, thus providing not only the quickest route, but also
important advice regarding fuel consumption.
Please note: As per the guidelines from the RSPCA for Mr. Donkey, the camels
carrying the three kings of Orient will require regular food and rest breaks.
Facemasks for the three kings are also advisable due to the likelihood of sand or
dust from the camels’ hooves.
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AND BEFORE THOSE PARTY CELEBRATIONS:

Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer
'Rudolph, the red-nosed reindeer had a very shiny nose.
And if you ever saw him, you would even say it glows.
All of the other reindeer used to laugh and call him names.
They wouldn’t let poor Rudolph join in any reindeer games.'
You are advised that under the Equal Opportunities for All policy, it is inappropriate for persons to make comment with regard to the ruddiness of any
part of Mr. R. Reindeer. Further to this, exclusion of Mr. R Reindeer from the
Reindeer Games will be considered discriminatory, unless of course he has
failed the statutory doping test.

Jingle Bells
'Dashing through the snow in a one horse open sleigh,
O'er the fields we go, laughing all the way.'
A risk assessment must be submitted before an open sleigh is considered safe
for members of the public to travel on. The risk assessment must also consider whether it is appropriate to use only one horse for such a venture, particularly if passengers are of larger proportions.
Please note: Permission must be gained from landowners before entering
their fields. To avoid offending those not participating in celebrations, we
would request that jingling bells and laughter are moderate only and not
loud enough to be considered a noise nuisance.

HAVE A WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS AND MIND HOW
YOU GO!
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Pat McWilliams’ Desert Island Discs
It would be hard to imagine anyone in the parish of St. John Fisher not
knowing Pat McWilliams. After all she doesn’t only play in the 10am Music
Group, but she’s also involved in a host of other activities. These include:
acting as parish music co-ordinator, serving as a Eucharistic minister, a
reader, a member of the Welcome Ministry, the Parish Theatre Group and
Parish Women’s Group. In addition, she makes weekly chaplaincy visits to
Northwick Park Hospital. How would Pat cope away from the parish and
all her activities if shipwrecked on a desert island? Let’s find out. First I
asked her: “What music would you like to have with you?” Her answer?
Well, read on.
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1. ‘Sing as we Go’ sung by Gracie Fields
Pat explained that this song would bring back her earliest childhood
memories. This is the first song she recalls listening to on the radio
and being sung by her mother. Accommodation in Glasgow was hard
to find during this period of the war so she and her parents lived in a
bedsit. However, Pat added, her father was an intermittent figure
since he was away serving in the Merchant Navy.
2. ‘Coronation Scot’ by Vivian Ellis
This was the signature tune for the Paul Temple detective radio series
which was popular in the 1950s and 60s. This music would rekindle
the cosy, happy times she has spent listening to the programme with
her parents.
3. ‘The Evening Prayer’ from the opera ‘Hansel and Gretel’ by
Engelbert Humperdinck
Pat and her mother used to enjoy singing together. ‘The Evening
Prayer’ was a favourite of theirs. Pat remembers that her mother
sang a beautiful harmony when singing this song. Having ‘The Evening
Prayer’ to listen to on that lonely desert island would bring back precious memories. (I did at this point say to Pat, I’d allow her the whole
opera!)
4. ‘Up, Up and Away’ composed by Jimmy Webb sung by Fifth
Dimension
Anyone who knows anything about the 1960s knows that it was an
era of new hope: one of expectation and freedom. This is precisely
how Pat felt in 1967 as she ventured down from Glasgow to teach in
London. Pat recalls this record playing and indeed still really likes it.
Therefore having it on the island would help to keep up the spirit of
hope – to be rescued very soon!
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5. ‘Lush Life’ LP sung by Nancy Wilson
In the early 1970s life took a harsh turn for Pat as relationships didn’t
quite work out as was hoped. A very close friend and flatmate gave
her the LP ‘Lush Life’ which proved a great comfort. Hopefully, Pat
told me, that having those songs to listen to on the desert island
would be of comfort throughout the inevitable, lonely nights.
6. ‘My Song is Love Unknown’ composed by John Ireland
In the mid 1970s Pat was introduced by a close friend to the Charismatic Renewal; this rekindled her waning faith. Whilst attending an
Ecumenical service in an Anglican church in Hounslow, she heard this
hymn for the first time and was deeply moved by its words.
7. ‘How Deep is Your Love’ sung by the Bee Gees
Whilst visiting the Basilica of Francis of Assisi in Italy, Pat and a friend
went to a son et lumiére where she heard this song sung as a hymn.
Used as a prayer it was truly touching. When she returned to England, still loving the song, she was given the Bee Gee’s version. Pat
said that it was a wonderful experience; one she would definitely like
to reflect upon while sitting on the sand looking out to sea. The song
would certainly help to bring it to life.
8. ‘A Chorus Line’ the musical written by Marvin Hamlisch &
Edward Kleban
As Pat loves the musical theatre, she feels this would be the perfect
choice to have on the desert island as she would enjoy singing along.
The exercise would no doubt keep her super fit as she danced to the
finale ‘Singular Sensation’. As she did, she would remember with
affection the performances where she had sat in the audience admiring the synchronisation achieved by the dancers throughout this
number.
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It was then time to ask what film she would want on the island with her.
Since Pat is in love with minis, it isn’t surprising that she chose ‘The Italian Job’. “I’d need a film which is humorous to cheer me up,” she said.
The book she chose was ‘The Chronicles of Narnia’ by C.S. Lewis. If she
could only take one, it would be ‘The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe”. “Not only is it a lovely story, but it would remind me of how I
taught my pupils about the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ,” she
said. Her photo albums would be the choice of luxury item. She would
have time to sort them out, but more importantly, the photos would be
a constant reminder of family, friends and events from back home.
I then asked her how she thought she would cope with being stranded
alone on a desert island. “Dreadfully!” she cried. “I’m an extrovert and
would miss people terribly... I would panic. In fact, I’d rather have
someone I don’t like with me than no one at all.”
I asked how she would cope practically. She confessed she’d be unable
to build any kind of shelter, and would be forced into eating only fruit
since she doesn’t think she’d be able to hunt or fish. Moreover, she
fears that she would fail miserably at making fire by rubbing sticks together. She thought she would therefore be spending most of her time
singing and dancing to the music available; and of course, praying to be
rescued ...very soon!
On that cheery note the interview ended. I thanked Pat very much for a
fascinating interview and said that I hoped this little fantasy will never
become reality!
*All the above music choices may be found on YouTube.

Barbara Towell
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A Portuguese Christmas
by Claudia Damas
Most countries celebrate Christmas, although Christians across
the world celebrate it in different ways. In Portugal more people than in England go to church on Christmas Eve and then on Christmas Day. This they want
to do to celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ. The children like to act out the Nativity in the church. This helps them understand how Jesus was born.
In Portugal it is traditional to get a real tree. The Christmas decorations are very
similar to English ones, bright lights and maybe wrapped chocolates. But one
thing we do that is different is under the tree is the Nativity scene (Presépio).
Most families will have a small one with just the Holy Family and the animals,
but some families have a big one with dozens of characters, including the Wise
Men, shepherds, farmers and different animals. Children like to make the Nativity scene, fetching moss for the grass and arranging all the figures.
On Christmas Eve families gather together and have dinner. Then there are
presents at midnight. Every household tries to have a rich table set in the living
room filled with traditional foods including bol rei (king cake). People like us
tend to eat turkey on Christmas Day, but traditionally it used to be goat or lamb
in north Portugal and pork in the south of the country.
Church is important. After the Christmas Eve meal many people still go to
church for the ‘Missa do Galo’ or ‘Mass of the Rooster’ service. During the service an image of baby Jesus is brought out, and everyone queues up to kiss it. It
is then put in the Nativity scene that every church will have. After this service
people return home and open their presents.
In Portugal at Christmas people enjoy drinking porto wine, traditional liquors
and eat azevias and felhozes which are Portuguese sweets and biscuits. The
parties often last until the early hours. What I like about Portuguese Christmases is that the extended family comes together. It is therefore a very happy time
for me.
The Pylon
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NEED HELP WITH YOUR TAX OR
ACCOUNTS?
A friendly chartered accountant based in Rayners Lane
offers help with:
 self

employed, partnership and company accounts

preparation
 statutory
 tax

filing and

services.

Please contact Stuart on 07884 262803 or e-mail at
rylandconsulting@aol.com
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Angela Daley
Tony
McWilliams
Clare Finney
Neville Bayross

Counters/Church Cleaning

Ecumenical Diocesan Rep

Faith Sharing (3 groups)

Coffee Morning

Deirdre Deeley
Ena Bocarro

Alison Jackson
Mary Evans

Kay O’Connor

Baptism/Communion/Confirmation
Marriage Prep/Children’s Liturgy/Sat
Classes/RCIA
Bethany Group

Badminton

The Presbytery
Pauline Lee

Altar Servers

020 8863 8876

020 8868 3205
020 8427 7870

020 8866 3318

FinnClai@aol.com

mcwilliamsma@hotmail.co.uk

daley47@yahoo.co.uk

deirdredeeley@aol.com
ena.bocarro@talktalk.net

maryjeffevans@gmail.com

alisonjackson2000@hotmail.com

020 8427 2910
020 8868 2884

kayoconnor@rcdow.org.uk

020 8429 5682

harrownorth@rcdow.org.uk
drumbolee@yahoo.co.uk

johntowell@sky.com

020 8866 6665

John Towell

1:1 Club
020 8868 7531

Email Address
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PARISH CONTACT LIST
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Ann French
Peter Quinton
Pat
McWilliams
Jan MacDonald
Julien Melville
Barbara and
John Towell

John Billiet
Barbara
Towell

Flower Arrangers

Knights of St Columba

Parish Council

Parish Women’s Group

Music

Mike Parkinson

Finance Committee

020 8866 6665

020 8429 2418
07503 210795

020 8422 0826

020 84290954

020 8868 3205

020 8866 5066

020 8868 5163

020 8426 0066
07801 737796

barbaratowell@sky.com

(See Parish Women’s Group/1:1
Club)
johnbilliet@virginmedia.com

julienmelville@talktalk.net

janmacdonald10@hotmail.com

mcwilliamspatricia@hotmail.com

p.quinton398@btinternet.com

vanfriday@yahoo.co.uk
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Teresa Arrigo
Stephen Pal

Tony
McWilliams
Barbara
Towell
Elspeth
Everitt
Sue Moriarty

SJF Ladies Club

SVP

Welcome Rota

Traidcraft Stall

Tai Chi

Social Club

Mary Evans

Readers/Eucharistic Ministers
maryjeffevans@gmail.com

t.arrigo@virgin.net
stephen.pal121@virginmedia.com

mcwilliamsma@hotmail.co.uk
barbaratowell@sky.com
elspeth.everitt@talktalk.net
suemoriarty@sky.com

020 8868 2884
020 8427 3063
020 8930 158
07836 701317

020 8868 3205
020 8866 6665

020 8868 0473
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Christmas Mass Times
Monday, 7th December 2015
8 p m – Advent Penitential Service
Thursday, 24th December 2015
5 p.m. – Family Mass
10.30 p.m. – Lessons and Carols followed
by Mass
Friday, 25th December 2015
Mass at 8.30, 10.00 and 11.30 a.m.
Saturday, 26th December 2015
Mass at 6 p.m.
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STAMPS

STAMPS

STAMPS
Please save your used stamps for St.Luke’s Hospice.
Last year the hospice made £10,000 from the donations of used
stamps they received.
Let us at St. John Fisher take the trouble to help our local hospice
by saving yours. Please place them in either Tess Constantin’s or
Barbara Towell’s pigeonholes in the porch at the back of the
church. Alternatively, hand large envelopes of stamps or any of
real value into the office in the Parish House. Furthermore, a plastic envelope folder for this purpose remains in the Sacristy Room.
Thank you. We will make sure St. Luke’s receive them.

A big thank you from St.Luke’s Hospice for all the
stamps you have collected. Keep on collecting!
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THE LAST WORD
At this time of year most of us find ourselves in the midst of frenzied activity. We are either going to the shops, hitting various
websites, planning meals or preparing to receive visitors. And
why? Well it’s because we want to celebrate Christmas. We want
to show other people we care about them and we want to affirm
our belief that the world was radically changed by the Incarnation
of the Son of God, who took flesh and became a defenceless child
born in poverty amidst the stench of animals gathered in a stable.
The first experience for that young family was of having to flee
their homeland and to take refuge in neighbouring Egypt until it
was safe for them to return. They had to make sure that King
Herod’s megalomania would not endanger the life of their son.
So Joseph, Mary and the new born child left everything that they
knew so that they could be safe.
Over this last year we have been made very aware of the plight of
hundreds of thousands of people who are also seeking safety and
many of us have said that we need to do more to help them. We
know that we do not live in the easiest of times but we also know
that we have a moral duty to offer a place of safety and refuge to
those who are escaping violence and oppression.
We have so much for which to be grateful. We live in a country
where the rule of law is respected and where people from different faith traditions live together in peace. We hold a common set
of values as a society. We believe in standing in solidarity with
the poor, the vulnerable and the marginalised. The golden rule of
Jesus: “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you” is
written large in our hearts and minds and guides us in the way
that we relate to and think about other people. Therefore when
the plight of the refugee is made known to us our instinct is to
help, and to share the peaceful and tolerant country in which we
live with those who have had to leave everything.
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Our generosity to one another at Christmas is emblematic of
the generosity that God has towards us. On this theme, I
would like to thank you for your generous support of the parish which has enabled us to do much over this last year. Also,
your support for me is valued and treasured and I only wish
that there were more hours in the day so that I could meet in
good time all the demands that come my way. Thank you for
your patience in recognising the reality of the situation here,
where there is one priest shared between a thousand people.
Now, what about this coming year? We are going to try to
move forward with Pope Francis’ call for us to become
“missionary disciples”. To help us do this we are going to try
to look at the governance of the parish and to enhance our
present structures. We are going to take on board the good
things offered by the Proclaim initiative and finally, I hope that
we will, together with our school, begin to explore the wisdom
which is contained in Catholic Social Teaching. So watch this
space, 2016 promises to be an eventful and grace filled year.
May the blessings of the Christ Child be with you and your
families

Fr Shaun Middleton, Parish Priest
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